Guests: Theron Parsons

Present: Shane Drefcinski, Dave Boyles, Eric Farrell, Karen Gagne, Steve Yunck,

The meeting began at approximately 4:05.

1. The minutes for the February 13, 2011 meeting were approved.

2. Announcements:
   a. The Gen. Ed model was approved on February 15th.
   b. A presentation on the Mathematics department’s grant will be held on
      February 28 at 6:00 pm in the Pioneer East and West Room.

3. Theron Parsons discussed the outcome of the Assessment Activity Grant Final
   Report “MSE in Adult Education”. The curriculum he teaches in draws heavily
   from communities of color. The focus of this project was the impact of social
   hierarchies on the classroom setting. The grant approached this in two different
   ways. He created small group sessions to talk about the topic of the grant. Theron
   also created a survey that was sent to current students and alumni. Neither of the
   data collection methods yielded enough information to be useful. The lack of
   information collected by Theron stopped the continuation of this project.

4. The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:35.

Steve Yunck
Acting secretary